6 Henry Lawson St, Horseshoe Bay

The Ultimate Beachfront Location
There is beachfront property and then there is this.... no roads, no traffic,
just panoramic views over the sweeping curve of sandy north-facing beach
in front and National Park to the side and rear. The tranquility and outlook
has to be experienced to be appreciated.
Tucked away at the eastern end of beautiful Horseshoe Bay, it is just a 300m
stroll along the beach to the 'strip' where there's a fantastic selection of
cafes, restaurants, shops, watersports and regular markets. Sitting on your
front deck, you remain blissfully unaware that civilisation is so close, as you
relax and watch boats bobbing about in the bay by day and spectacular
sunsets by night.
The home is well-elevated to ensure privacy and capture the cooling sea
breezes and having the National Park as neighbour on two sides is both
unique and desirable, allowing the main home to enjoy bush and beach
views and the guest cottage to the rear to also benefit from spectacular
mountain and bush views.
The pool and expansive decking and outdoor entertainment area tie the two
pavilions together so that family groups can enjoy the property as a large
home
with room for all, or it would equally work well to live in one pavilion
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most of its location and upgrade it to a stylish modern holiday home. The
main house opens right up so you almost feel like you're on a boat with
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Price
Property Type
Property ID
Land Area

$1,895,000
residential
947
929 m2
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